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ABSTRACT. In the first half of the iron group of elements betsveen to FeV**!
the orbital contributions to the magnetic moments are small or totally absent and the 
salts should approximately obey the Curie law. Hifccl of the long range fields, therefore, 
would be difficult to detect. When, however, a close investigation is made it is found that 
the moment-temperature curves even fnr these ions deviate from salt to salt, and from the 
Curie law appreciably, indicating the aetinn of long range fields, os also the effect of the 
higher order terms usually neglected in discussions. The scope of the Jahn-Teller theorem, 
picturising the inherent mechanism for removal of degeneracy of the paramagnetic ion, 
is discussed and extended to the whole of the crystal lattice. It is pointed out that when so 
extended the Jahn-Teller mechanism is identified with the entire cry.stalline field effect, 
and no extra mechanism is necessar}' to explain the effect of the distant atoms on the 
paramagnetic ion.
57
I . I N T R O D U C T I O N
It is now well known that ihu inagnelic behaviour of the i)aiainagnelic 
ions in their solid salts and solutions may be explained to considerably minute 
detailSi ou the basis of the existence in them, of strong and asymmetric 
electric fields, arising out of clusters of diamagnetic ions and dipoles, 
immediately surrounding the paramagnetic ions. The existence of such 
closely bonded asymmetric clusters is directly verified by the X-ray data 
on the fine structure of these salts in addition to other indirect methods such 
as absorption spectra, magnetic birefringence, etc. Especially, in the iron 
group of salts, such data, in a large majority of cases, point to an octahedral 
coordination of the paramagnetic ions, though other structures such as tetra­
hedral, square, etc., do also sometimes occur.
The effect of such electric fields in the paramagnetic salts is to split up 
the magnetically degenerate ground state of the paramagnetic ions into 
Stark-patterns. For the ionic salts of the iron group of elements, the fields 
are just sufficient to break down the L.S coupling and then the syinmetric or
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cubic part of the field partially removes the orbital degeneracy, thus quench­
ing more or less the orbital contributions to the effective inoiiients, whereas, 
the asymmetric (or rhombic) part removes the remaining orbital degeneracy, as 
also to some extent the spin degeneracy. The cubic and the rhombic splittings 
at ordinary temperatures are of the order of feAv >  kT, and hAv'^kT  for the
Cubic llhnmbie
orbital parts and h^v <  kT for the spins. I'or both the F- and the D-state
Rhombic
ions, containing a* and 5-H.v electrons in the 3d subshell, when the coefficient 
of the cubic part of the electric field has a ijositive sign, as happens with 
an octahedral coordination of the paramagnetic ion, triply degenerate orbital 
levels lie lowest in the Stark-pattern ; whereas, with 5-  ^v and 10 —x electrons 
a singlet is the lowest for the F-statc and a doublet for the D-statc. On the 
other hand, with a negative sign of the cubic field constant, as occurs with 
a tetrahedral coordination, the entire position is exactly reversed. It is 
very satisfactory that with highly hydrated ionic salts of the iron group, in 
which complications due to exchange forces, magnetic dipole-dipole interac­
tions and strong covalent forces do not aiise, the predictions of the above 
simple theory for the magnetic behaviours arc surprisingly well fulfilled' '^.
It is interesting to note that tlie necessity of postulating a mechanism 
such as above, lor an isotropically quenching the magnetic moments of the 
paramagnetic ions in solid salts and solutions, follows as a natural 
consequence of the well known principle enunciated by Jahn and Teller 
(i937> which tells us that the underlying degeneracy of the ground
slate of the paramagnetic ion, associating with a closly bound cluster of 
other atoms, causes a distortion of the cluster such that the resulting asymmetry 
in the electric field due to the cluster is sufficient to remove the said 
degeneracy, consistent with the conditions of stability of the system. It is, 
however, to be remembered that during the formation of the lattice structure 
in crystalline substances, forces other than those arising from the members of 
the closest bound ionic clusters are brought to play upon the paramagnetic 
ion. Though the direct actions of such distant atoms may not be, in 
general, of much importance, their indirect influence by distorting the 
nearest cluster even slightly (of the order of about lo""  ^ cm., Van Vleck, 
1939) may be quite large, of the same order as the primary Jahn-Teller effect.
Theoretically, perhaps, we should not differentiate between the Jahn- 
Teller effect and the action of the distant atoms. For the Jahn-Teller effect 
need not confine itself to the nearest cluster alone, and also it is very probable 
that the distortions in the arrangements of the distant atoms and the 
consequent induced asymmetry in the nearest cluster are ultimately to a large 
extent the repeicussions of the primary Jahn-Teller effect. Experimentally, 
however, it should be possible to distinguish between these two effects and 
ta compare their magnitudes.
• For full reference see Part I of the present paper
For example, if some, at least, of the asymmetry of the nearest ionic 
clusters in the solid salts were due to this distortiim action of the 
distant atoms, then in the state of solution, where the distant atoms 
have on the average a spherical symmetry, and in any case aie too 
far out to produce appreciable effect, we should observe a fairly large 
departure in the magnetic l)chaviour from the solid state. Further, in a 
series of salts of a given paramagnetic ion having the same ionic cluster but 
diderent distant atoms in the unit cell, we sliould observe small but appre­
ciable differences in the effective iiuigetic niomeilts (Hose 104S ; Bose and 
Mitra 1952).
In view of the above, it has bjcoiiie necessary to examine afresh the 
available magnetic data on suitable salts and solutions of the iion group. 
(Jut of the vast array of rather hai>hazard experimental data, which are found 
in the literature, and fiaiin which at first sight it appears well nigh impossible 
to throw any liglit on the present problem, we have been able to gather tlie 
following informations for details of which reference may be made to the 
earlier part of tliis paper </.r.)
(i) The values of the mean effective moments for the different salts 
and their solutions at room temperatures, of a given paramagnetic ion, are 
apparently remarkably constant for many of the iron group elements, which 
is not siiri>rising since, in many of these the orbital moments aie more or 
less completely quenched, by the electric fields and only the spins, veiy 
little so affected, remain.
(2; On a closer ol)Servation, however, a few cases will be found, in 
which orbital contributions are not so effectively (luenclied, showing, indeed, 
apprccial)le differences of the effective inomctils from salt to salt and from 
solid to solution and seeming to point to the existence of some effect of 
the long range fields, though not as much as predicted by a recent theory of 
Van Vleck (1939) and demanded by the paramagtielic absorption and 
resonance experiments'^'.
It has been suggested in the earlier paper (/.c ) that the mean effective 
moments of the salts at room temperalutes are not probably sufficiently 
sensitive to the changes in the long range fields, so as to make the consequent 
changes in the mean moments felt, over the rather large exprimenlal 
uncertainties. It is, however, probable that, even allowing for the experimental 
errors, in many cases, it might be necessary to invoke some other mechanism 
which masks the rather large effect of the distance atoms postulated by Van
Vleck and others (loc. cU.). . , ,
In the present paper we shall analyse the existing expenineiital results
on the variations with temperature of the mean effective moments of the 
salts of the iron group of elements, with a view to clarifying the present 
unsatisfactory state of our knowledge regarding long range electric fields acting 
on the paramagnetic ions.
• For a brief review of these result.? reference may be made to the masterly lerfure 
by Van Vleck published in Amer. Jour. Phys. 1950.
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r  H  K s c o r n  o  i' t  h  u  j  a  r i n -t  k  l  h  n  r  m  r  c  i i  a  n  i s  m  i n
f j C R K C I l l N O  T ill- ;  O R B I T A R  M O M R  M T S  O R  T H K 
r  A R A M A O N E T I C  I O N S
I'rom the discussions of the conditions of stability of paramagnetic ionic
clusters as  ^;iven l)y Jahii ami Teller  ^1937, 1938) and Vlvck (1939), 
It aj'peiiri^ that in such a nia.t^nL*<ically dei’cnerale system, the syjinnetrica! 
modes of vibrational displacements will be equivalent to several such nearly 
instantaneous dislortional confi^^nrations of the cluster, amongst which the 
system will resonate, jnovided that the time average over the various 
configuiations is consistent with the minimum symmetry requii ements of the 
space groiq), whicli will amount to a coupling between the diiTereiil members 
of <he cluster sufficiently asymmetric and strong, so as to lift the degeneracy 
of the paramageU’e ion. For the above purpose a symmetric, degenerate, 
imslablc structure is taken as a cul:)e or a scpiarc, etc. A rectilinear struc- 
tiiie is stal)le even if degenerate. Jahn and Teller find :
(1) d'hal unless the coujiling between the electrons in the underlying 
incomplete shell of the ])aramagnetic ion and the immediately surrounding 
atoms is strong, Jahn-Tellcr potential will be of the ^uid order instead of 
the first in terms of the disi)laceinent coordinates and lieiice negligible, 
as is shown to be the case in the rare eaith salts ^see Van Vleek, 1939).
(2; That the Jahii-Tcller distorlional efiect on the degenerate orbital 
states is of tlic first ordci compaicd to the eficct on the spin states though 
it is true llial, a state degenerate in spin is as uiistal)le as the other, the 
conditions for attaining stability being different ;
(3) It is further slunvn that the indirect effect on tlie sj)ins through 
the spin-orbit coupling is so small as  to be quite masked by the vibrations 
associated with the zero ])oint energy ;
(4) Lastly, tliat the Jahn-Tellcr mechanism has no effect on the two­
fold K ram er’s spin degeneracy.
In the above conclusions the Jahn Teller distoitions of the atoms 
ont.side the close.st neighbours of the paramagnetic ion are not considered, 
presumably tm the assumption tliat the bond between the distant atoms 
and tlie paramagnetic Jon (usually at a distance of not less than about 4 A) 
is very weak. But it might lie argued : (i) that thougli these bonds are 
very much w’eaker compared to that in the nearest cluster, in the stable 
.solid state characterised by internal asymmetry, they are much larger than 
the thermal energy hT tending to introduce a spherical symmeiry in the 
whole system, in other words tending to break down the lattice ; (2) the 
outer configurations of the atoms are in close contact successively with each 
other and ultimately with the central cluster, which is always more or less 
distorted in the iron group of salts at least, owing to the primary Jahn-Teller 
effect ; (3) the weak binding amongst the distant atoms will actually help 
in giving a greater distorlional displacement than occursing in the nearest
cluster, as is also evident iloin X  ray data o{ the iron ^ r^oui> of s a l t s ;  (,.j; 
thus, even if the Jahn-Teller distortion of the (//.s/a?// ittoitis may
he smaller than that ot the nearest clusln, the latter may cause a fairly 
larfte distortion of the distant conlieiirali )iis. the repercussions of which may 
lead to apprecial)ic distortions in the nearest cluster, (onsistenl with g i\ ’en 
conditions of c(iuilil)riuin. Actually then, in considei in^ the stal)ilisin.i^‘ 
effect ot the Jahn Teller me.'lnnism, we should considei tlie entire unit 
cell as an asymmetric cluster at)cnil the p.ii om ieUeUc ion. It will h  ^ seen 
tliat the above consideration'', are consistent with Van Vleck’s postulate 
of a large indirect action of llie disUmt atoms on the paiamagnetic* ion (Van 
Vieck loL. cH.), and in addition, the physical t>icture here lays more stiess 
on the part played by the central i>aiamagnetic ioiipn producing such action, 
whereas Van Vleck s picture considers the acLi :>ii o f  distant atoms as being 
an entirely stath' interaction between the atoms snrrounding the param ignetic 
ion.
Again, it will he seen that according to tlie fmidamenlal postulates of 
Jalin and Teller, the self slal)ilising mechanism in the paiamagiielic ionic 
cluster ap[)cars to be effeclive only al .slioit tan^ i^ e and appiceiablc only 
wlien the gioinid state of tlie ion is othilally licy^ i Uctafr. Then, it remains 
to explain the following facts, namely :
(1) The ai)precial)le Stark-splitting of the S[>in levels of the ground 
stale (leaving aside the two-fold degeneiMlc le\’el^ for oiM niiml)er of ekclr»ms 
in the system wliicli cannot lie iemo\ed except l)y a magnetic held) ;
(2) The Stark-splitting of the upper degenerate orbital levels even 
though the lowest level in the Stark-patlern is non-degeiieiate.
(3) h;v e i l  when the lowest level is degeiiciate the oibital s[)liUings as 
well as the spin splittings are far loo huge eonii)arcd to tlie theoretical Jahin 
Teller splittings due to the distortion of the nearest ehister alone.
These indicate the obvioii*- limitations oi the orig.inal Jahii-Telku' 
theorem and the explanations, at least qualitative, of the above lollow 
immediately by extending the scoj)c of the theorem to the whole ciystal, 
as already pointed out. It has been i uiiiJ that for magnetically dilute 
solid salts containing an .S-state ion oi an ion, having an orbilally non- 
degenerate state lowest in the Stark-pattcrii already undei a cubic field, 
the spin s[)littings, of the order of lo ' ’  ^ to cm (V^an V kek, Cr* ’  ^ iQ3 0 , 
Mn'  ^  ^ 1932, 1934), very much small compared to kT at ordinary temj)eratiires, 
actually exist, which coi respond to the influences of <isymmelric 
electric fields of the nearest cluster as also the distant atoms. Jn other 
words, the Jahn-Teller //on is not confined to the nearest closely
bound cluster alone but extends directly to the distant atoms, and perhaps 
to a greater extent indirectly tluoiigh the intermediary of the neaiesl 
cluster. It is important to note that the above splittiugs are of the 2iid order 
compared to the spin-splittings if a primary Jahn-Teller orbital glTect had
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been present, i.e. if the lowest orbital state under a cubic field had been 
degenerate, c.g, such spin splittings would have been of the order of i to 
10 c n r^  (case of etc. Van Vleck 1939); showing thereby
that Juhn-Teller 01 bital effect can and does act upon the spin degeneracy 
through the spin-orbit coupling.
Again, if we consider the splittings of the uf)per orbitally degenerate 
levels due to asyiiiinetric electric fields in a Stark-pattcrn which has a non- 
degenerate level lowest under the action of a cubic field, these inav be 
attributed to Jalin-Teller efiect of the nearest cluster as well as the distant 
atoms trying to stabilize the excited upper state. Primary Jahn-Teller 
si)litting calculated for the upper cubic state of Cr^  ^ * is of the order of 
T()“ cm“  ^ to i()‘^ cin~* depending on the model of the field chosen (Van 
Vleck, 1039) though a few hundred cm“  ^ separation may also arise from 
the Jahn-Teller effect of the distant atoms both direct and indirect. It 
is noteworthy that these si>litlings further play an important part in 
deciding the resolution not only of their own spin components but of the 
lowest orbitally non-degenerate level, through the spin-orbit colliding 
(Penney and Schlapp, 1932). Again, under suitable circumstances even a 
small distortion of the normal spin-orbit eouidiiig might occur causing an 
interaction between the excited and ground states, the so-called ‘super- 
exchange coupling’ (Van Vleck et al, 1934 ; Abragam and Pryce, k )5i ), which 
also would partially separate the spin levels, somewhat affecting the magnetic 
moments of the paramagnetic ion.
When, however, the case of a paltei 11 with degenerate ground level is 
taken, it naturally fiecomes \e iy  much more comiilicated since the Jahn- 
Teller orbital distortions of the near as well as the distant atoms become 
very prominent and in considering the orbital and the sj)in splittings we have 
to give due consideration to all the interactions as already mentioned 
especially between the different orbital levels and between orbit and spin.
We shall conclude this section by making a few remarks regarding the 
short and the long range crystalline electric fields, rendered asymmetric 
by the Jahn-Teller effect as applied to the entire crystal. It is well- 
known that the crystalline electric fields can in general be represented 
by a predoinincnt cubic part on which is superimposed a comparatively 
small rhombic component and by suitably adjusting the field para­
meters any type of symmetry may be built up. The cubic part of the 
field is mostly contributed by the nearest atomic cluster of paramagnetic ion 
and the distant atoms supply only a small part of it since this field falls off 
very rapidly with distance. Further, in case, the cubic field axes of the 
distant and the nearest groups are noncoincideiit, the field will only have a 
trigonal symmetry. The rhombic field axes  of the nearest cluster, if its 
symmetry is purely due to primary Jahn-Teller distortion will coincide with 
those of the cubic field, and any lower symmetry than rhombic introduced 
either in the nearest cluster or in the unit cell as a w^hole must be an effect
of the primary Jalin-Tellcr distortions of the dislani atoms and their indirrcl  
5ccondar>’ influence on llie closest cluster. In acUlilion to this, a ckparlure 
from centrosyiniiietry in llic closest cluster nii^ht also arise ovvin.ii to a inixinp 
up of the excited and the >;round states of the paraniaj^netic ion or fiom a 
lack of centrosyinmetry in the distant atoms also. It will he seen that the 
fourth order rhoiiibic fields may not 'dways he nei^liKihle in comparison to 
the second order ones fvSiei^ert, J030, 1037 ; V'an Vlcck, 1930).
It is interestinj; to note in this e^mnei'tion t|iat a puiely ciihic field, though 
sonietiiiies postulated as a eniivenieiicc (Penne>' and Sehlapp, 1032), never 
arises in the solid paramagnetic salts so far studied, l l i i s  would [)oinl to 
the fact that the removal of degenet acy of the , i)aramagnetic ion whether in 
the ground state or excited state, hy even a cubic field, is ultimately 
inseparably linked with the Jalin-Tellei elTect* representing the asymmetric 
part of the field, 'rhe scoaration into cubic |inxl rhomluc parts is to a large 
extentamathcmaMcal convenience, v\ hich has little significance in tlie view of 
the degenerate ion, whose degeneracy is removed as a whole.
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\* A R  I A T I O N {) I' T IT 31 IC A N  K 1*' 1* K C T  I V  Iv 31 O 3t K N T S
O V P A 1; A 31 A ( I N K T I C S A P  T vS-'l' (> 1' 1 N I) T II Iv
K I' V K C' T  () !• T II H D  I vS T  A N 'J' A T  O 3T S
We have mentioned earlier the results obtained in Part I of this pa])er 
that at room temperatures for most of the magnetically dilute salts of a given 
paraiiiagnetic ion excei)t one or two, in solid state as also in solution, seem 
to give prac'lically the same magnetic' moments, tliciel'y belying oitr 
expectations of gel ting the eflect of the long range fields on the paramagnetic 
ion. 'I'here may be several reasons for this.
fj)  Near about room temt)crature and higher, the mean effective 
moments of different salts have a greater tendency to obey the Curie law, 
and are less sensitive to changes of temperature. This is due to the fact that 
the orbital monienls being largely (lucnched in many ca.ses, only the si)in 
moments are eiTective of which the Stark-splitting is very rnueb smaller than 
kT. Hence the moments in such cases tend tcwvards a limiting value equal 
to the spin only value, v\ns the high frequency contributions.
(2) As we bav^e sc‘cn tire contril)ution of the? distant atoms to the cubic 
part of the field is much smaller than that of the nearest cluster. The 
major effect of the distant atoms lies in adding to the asymmetric field and 
in considering the mean effective moments of different salts the asymmetric 
effect of the field is wiped out ; only the absolute value of the cubic field 
and hence the moment is somewhat affected through averaged out rhombic 
terms.
(3) Within ceitain limits the Jahn-Teller effect might be a self-adjusting 
mechanism, and hence in passing from salt to salt, distant ^toms as, also the
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nearest duster iiiiglit readjust tlieiiiselves such tliat the removal of degeneracy 
and hence the quenching of the moment tends to remain the same, provided 
the conditions of eqiiilihrinm are not exceeded. This may be t)articularly 
true for a series of solid salts of similar structure where systematic changes 
in the inter-atomic distances have been definitely established from X-ray data. 
In passing fioni solid to soluti^m state, wheie we should expect to detect a 
large difference, owing to the action of the distant atoms vanishing fmactically 
altogetiier, and also because the self-adjusting mechanism might not be able 
to cope witli the largely changed conditions of e(|nilibriiim, we again meet with 
new complications inasmuch as even the nearest cluster of atoms is in danger 
of being radically clianged, leading to altogetiier different magnetic behaviours. 
It is therefore, frequently dilTicuU to interpret the results in the absence of 
information of such structural changes.
It is evident that a study of temperature variation of the mean effective 
moments would lead to a much bettei elucidation of the Jahn-Teller 
mechanism as apt>lied to the crystal as a whole, than room temperature 
studies, since tlie i)ositions of the distant atoms and hence conditions of 
equilibrium would depend laigely on the temperature. This w’c propose to 
discuss in the next section on the l)asis of the existing results.
-1 . J) 1  S C r  S S T () N S () F T H E  R E S U I. T S
In the prcseiii part of the paper we shall consider the magnetic 
ineasuicments of the salts of the first half of the iron group, i c , from Ti  ^
to Fe' * * in which the tendency for the orbital quenching is greater owing to 
the conqiaratively smaller spin-orbit couiiling. Fe*'‘ to Cu''*' will be 
treated in the next j)arl.
The results of the exi)erimeiits arc given for the different salts in the 
form of graphs of the squares of the mean effective moments /Ar//“ , against 
absolute temperatuie T . In many cases giaphs had to be derived from 
a Curie-WeivSS type of relation given by the original author, so that the 
values plotted are already smoothed out to some extent, wdiereas, in several 
instances, such as the Teidcn data and those by Jackson, it w-as possible to 
u s e  the original experimental values which show’ occasional kinks and 
inflexions, which may not be always real. The values even of the same salt 
differ much from author to author so that It is always belter for coinpaiison 
between different salts, to take the results by the same observer wherever 
possible. The dearth of such data will be immediately apparent. For a full 
reference of the data used here Part I of this paper may be consulted (\oc, cit,),
(i) ion. In the two sells of ion measured by Perrakis
(19271 namely, V203Cl,i.5Hij0 and V()vS0i.3.jH2O the mean effective moments 
at any temperatuie change slightly wdth lime, decreasing for the first and 
increasing for the second salt. But the temperature variation curve (figure 2) 
of the freshly prepared salt in either case is parallel to that after aging,
which indicates an uncertain change in the composition oi structure without, 
however, iiiucli change in the electric fields Both tlie salts obey the Curie law 
approximately, apparently showing that an oibitally non-degeiierate level 
lies lowest in the vStark-patlern of both lhc->c salts Tiiis might be the case it 
the coordination of V '^  ion in hn\h are tetiahedral so that the non d^geneiate 
I 3 Jcvcl (Bose and Mitra, / r } is at the bottom. But then small j)ositi\'c- si)in- 
oibit contributions from the upi»er triplet and high fretjuency terms arise 
causing a slight vai iation fi om the Curie law with the value of the moment 
somewhat above tlie si>in onl\' X'alue. I Io \ \ \ \ ’oi*, sinci: the spin-orbit coupling 
constant X is small in the first half of the iion group, even if the coordination 
of is octahedial so that the triply degenerate l \  lies lowest, liie li iplet 
separation by the rhombic held being large comp.u ed to /C/', vii tually only 
the lowest level of the triplet contriiiiiles to the nif^meiit. Small negative 
spin-oibit contributions from the upiici le \els will be partially coinpciisaled 
by the high frecjueiicy terms and tlu* Curie law will be better (d)i.yed than 
in the iirevious case, 'flie absolute values of the moments, however, aie veiy 
diffeicnt for the two salts. While the second salt has a moment elose to the 
'spin only ’ value (^ f 3, the first sail has a iimcli lower value even at n)om 
temperature, d'he dilTrence m the nionieiits ohseived might be due to S < ) , 
and Cl-ions respectively as also different number ol w der  m )1eculcs either 
within or outside the closest cluster. Ju the absence of detailed X - iay  
data, it is difficult to say much about this with certainty. We have tried to 
fit the time^iiiean cuivcs in the two cases with a foi muia ol the tyi>e :
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w'here A is the tcmi)eraUire independent spin-oibit coupling contiillation 
from upper levels, 2nd term is the high Jrequency contribution and 3rd leriii 
represents mainly the spin quenching ihiuugh rhombic field and spin-orbit 
coupling. It is found that the above constants for the two salts are 
respectively,
A li (
\\Jh C \i.s ltA )  “- 0 .5 5 *^ o.nooiqiT - 0 2 .1 0
V O S ( b . 3 4 H 2<> <>.o(»i.sS5 I 11 . 13
Though much signifi:ance cannot be given to the absolute values of 
the above constants owing to the restricted range of teinjieratnre over which 
the data have been taken, it will be immediately seen from the negative 
and nearly equal value of the spin-orl)it coupling contribution from ui)i)cr 
levels that the crystalline fields in both the salts are nearly the same and 
arise from oclahedial coordination of tlie ion. fhe high fiequency
terms aie very small and the difference in order of magnitude is most 
probably owing to uncertain diamagnetic corrections applied. The real 
difference between the salts lies in the term 6\ tlie large negative value
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in the first salt indicating a large spin quenching, which cannot be due to 
the crystalline electric field in since the spin level has only a two fold 
Kramers* degeneracy. Hence, this may be due to exchange interaction 
leading to antiferro-magnelic quenching of the si>ins of the different 
ions in the unit cell. It is to be noted that the lowest spin state becomes 
non-degenerate due to this action and the moment of the salt tends to 
vanish somewhere about 25°K and it would be interesting to follow the 
behaviour of salt in this region. On the other hand, such a behaviour 
might also arise from a large negative orbital contril)ution, varying as inverse 
of Tf w'hich is possible if the field has an approximately uniaxial symmetry (Van 
Vleck, io3()) so that the lowest state is only separated partially (figure i).
/
r.. or J\,------
<■ I Doubly degenerate
\
Cubic Uniaxial
vSinglet
1m ( ; .  t
Due to differences in the distant atoms in the two salts the 2nd and 4U1 
Older rhombic fields might be of comparable order and such that in one of 
the salts the singlet lies lowest and in the other the doublet, so that the 
orbital contributions of the order i/ T  from rhombic levels are quite different. 
It is to be noted that in the Tst salt the curve will fall to a minimum 
nearabout 20®K  and then ri.se again. The difference in the action of the 
crystalline electric fields, cither short range or long range, is difficult to 
estimate in the two salts of In the first of the two cases discussed
above, the electiic fields arc not very different, whereas, in the 2nd the 
fields are quite different. We are studying a large number of salts to 
clarify the position,
(2) The only salt for which temperature variation | of the
moment has been studied is the alum VNH4 (vSC)4)3.t2H20 (Van den Handel 
Comm. Deid 2490), and it obeys Curie law fairly well down to about I4°K 
(figure 2). From the structure of the alums (Beevers and Dipson,iQ35) it is 
well-known that the V^‘^  ion has six water molecules immediately surrounding 
it in the form of an octahedron which is so distorted as to give a trigonal 
field not only wdthin the octahedron but all over the other atoms or ions 
in the unit cell. This w^ ould make the lowest triplet 1\ in its Stark pattern 
to lose only apart of its degeneracy, i.e., it will split into a singlet and a 
doublet (figure i). The square of the mean effective moment being not very 
different from the ‘spin only* value of 8, throughout the temperature range 
studied, it appears that in this salt the 2nd order and 4th order noncubic field 
constants are such as to make the singlet level lowest (Van Vleck> 1939), 
as showin in figure 1 .
This  points to a special arran>^ement of the distant atoms and hence 
is an evidence for the existence of a fairly large action of long range fields 
in this salt. In the absence of the data on other salts of it is nut 
possible to estimate the changes in the long range fields from salt to salt.
Representing the variations of M“,  ^ ivith T by a series expansion like (r) 
as  before, we find the relation :
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to hold good down to al)out 14‘ K, showing only h fair negative contribution 
from the upper levels thioiigh spin orbit conplit$g. ’I'lie two other terms 
are ju st  perceptible and gives the s nail inclinition to the slraii; ht poition 
o f t h e c u i v e  seen in tlie gra[>h, Ibelow i j T v ,  jbowever, the cur\'e drot^s 
down steeply tending to zero moment at absolute zero. Tliis occurs no 
doubt when the spin seiiaration becomes eomi)arable to kT  and the lowest 
spin level is rendered non-degeiieiate.
It is not profitable to try to fit the curve below with the formula
by introducing higher order terms. Without going into such complications 
it will be, however, seen that this steep fall m the curve would reciiiire a 
rather large overall sejiaration of the S[)in levels of the tipper limit of about
10 cm” ,^ which is consistent witli the theoretical calculations of Van Vleck 
il.c. IQ30) and of which about half is due to the action of long range fields.
(3) Temperature variations of the salts of have been
done by three schools of workers who differ amongst one another even for 
the same salt (figure 3). Tak ing  first the measurenieiils by Mile, v^erres (1035) 
for the salts C rK (S n .i ) - . i2 1 1 ^ 0  (violet), CrC].*.6 1 L ( )  (green) and Ci*3(vS( >4)3 
. ib l laO  (violet) in the solid state, the mean effective moments are in the 
decreasing older and, within the moderate range of temperature studied, obey 
practically the Curie law. The small difference in the moments between 
the first and the third of the salts if real can he due only to differences in 
the distant atoms, since in both the salts the closest clusters of Cr^  ^  ^ ions are 
octahedra of six  water molecules. The fields are evidently stronger and 
more asymmetric in the first salt, orbital contributions being less. In the 
2nd .salt the nearest octahedron contains two chlorine ions in j)lace of water 
molecules and hence both distant atoms as well as nearest atoms arc 
different, and the asymmetry of the crystalline field is also presumably the 
largest, hence quenching of the moment should be the greatest, but the experi­
mental value is actually between the two sulphates, which perhaps does not 
have much significance owing to the very small differences with which 
we are dealing. Ovei the entire range of temperatures down to 8 o °K  the 
curves for the three salts are parallel to each other.
The I^eiden measurements (208c, 222c) however, show little difference 
between the alum and the chloride at high temperatures, while at low 
temperatures below 80''K the curve for the alum tends to rise slightly whereas 
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that for the chloride falls. The nieasurenicnts of Serres for the molten 
sulphate (green) and the chloride (green) also ol)ey Curie law approximately 
with a sharp decrease ot the iiiotnenl at the melting point which might he 
associated with the change in the nearest cluster as shown by the change of 
colour. This, howevei, is not supported by the further fact that on 
regelation the first salt retraces the same curve for the iiioUcii salt extra­
polated backwards, though the colour returns to violet. The siiarp cliange 
then is probably to be ascribed to the action of distant atoms l)ecoiiung 
negligible as the lattice breaks down, since the decrease may be due to 
negative orbital conlribulioiis and is in tlie r|ght direction. The slight 
difference in the sk>pe of the curve for the green flholteii alum and the regealed 
salt has little significance as being over too restricted range of temperatures. 
The ab.solutc values are all systematically higiei for Serres’ measurements 
than the Leiden workers who admit this as due Id errors lu their calibration.
From the above considerations it would thus a[)pcar that even in the 
Cr"*^  ‘  ^ salts where orbital Jahn-Teller effect of tlie nearest atoms on the 
ground state is negligilde, the orbital effect of the excited states and the 
spin effect through spin-orbit coni)bng due to nearest atoms and those due 
to distant atoms may l>e just appreciable above the ex[>erimental errors, 
especially at low temperatures.
Trying to fit the experimental values into an expiation of type (ij with 
‘spin’ only value of 15 for C r ^ ^ \  vve find the following values foi the 
coefficients Aj B and C\
T aiji.u I
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Salt Aiitlinr 1
j
11 r
CrK(S(b)., Serres 1  "!
-1- -
CrCl3.6Hjj() — .oy<U “ .OOnI363 --
Cr«21504)3 i6H>20
I
~.:i3oy ■ ) ,01)01303 —•
CrK(SOj), laHjO I (IcHaas and 
Gorter
~ .ooo,;6y3 I h6 y
CrC)3.6H2l; j do 3011 -f ~ 4 .7^7
Cr,(SO,)2(OH)2.5H,Oj do H’ .00709 - 77 3^
KjCr(SCN)e-4H.iO Janes ~.68 6i -f .00004
The high frequency terms for the normal sulphate, double sulphate and 
the chloride differ very much from each other. This has not much signi­
ficance bearing in mind the very small magnitude of the terms and uncertain 
diamagnetic correction factors. The temperature indepeiiden,! teims arc
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more important, aud are all negative as they should be» and definitely point to 
a variation in the splitting of the cubic and rhombic orbital levels from salt 
to salt due both to variation of shoit and long range fields.
The action on the spin dcgcneiacy is further shown by the Leiden values 
for the chrome alum and the green chloride which extend to much lower 
temperatures to about 1 4 and between this temperature and 8o”K  the diver­
gence in the eiirves for the two salts is indicated by the opposite signs of the 
i/ T  dependent teim. This gives us an idea riAhe different spin separations in 
the tv\o salts orgiiiating from diffeicnt short and long range fields.
The values of the salt K.iCr(SCN)64lIo() (Janes 1935) follow the Curie 
law very well, indicating octahedrai coordination of the Cr"^^  ^ ion, but the 
absolute value is much lower than the sulphates and the chlorides, showing 
a large negative orbital contribution coming from upper levels through the 
negative spin-oibit coupling term. This is evidently more an effect of the 
closely coordinated SC N  radicals rather than of the distant atoms.
'J'he most interesting result, however, is shown by the basic CrofSOJo^^^n):!- 
5IJ2O, measured in Leiden in which the moment even at room temperatures 
is very much below the spin only value and falls rapidly to even lower 
values at low temperatures. The crystalline field must be of an entirely 
difl*erent type here namely, due to a tetrahedral coordination of the Cr^ *  ^
ion, instead of octahedral as in the previous salts, so that an inveision of 
Staik-patlern is produced and the orbitally degenerate triplet T\» lies lowest. 
An X - iay  investigation of the structure of the salt will be v\eicome.
The components of the triplet are only separated comparable to kT, 
so that contributions from the upper rhombic levels are no longer as small 
nor the .spins as fiee as in the previous cases which is shown by the large 
negative A and C terms. In addition to these, higher order terms do also 
become important at low temperature legions, as shown by small misfit 
with the three constant formula. Here again we cannot compare the actions 
of the distant atoms with the previous salts as even the arrangement of the 
nearest atoms is radically different. The moment in this salt tends to 
become zero at about much above the region of sjiin levels for the
normal Cr^^^ salts (of the order of about o . i c m 'M  which is perhaps 
justifiable in view of the stronger spin quenchings in this salt through spin 
orbit coupling.
In view of the fair magnetic dilution of the salt the exchange quenching 
of spins is not probably much important.
(4) and The salts of these two isoelectronic ions at room
temperatures have nearly the same moment (Bose and Mitra, /.c.). But here the 
resemblance ceases and the detailed behaviour of the salts at low temperatures 
are very different (figure 4). The only Cr"^ * salt studied namely, CrS04.6H20 
(Lips, 1934) evidently an octahedral coordination f bout the Cr*"^  ion,
obeys approximately the Curie law as is to be expected from its having the 
non-magnetic doublet at the bottom of its Stark-pattern. There is,
however, on closei observation an ai)i)ieciablc deviation from the spin only 
value of 2,1, as shown by the term . 1, as also deviations from the Curie law 
especially at low temiicratiires, siven by the term C in the equation.
/e-fl - 2 4 -  - n  go.|+ .0 0 0 3 8 7 '-— '^^  ... (.)
w ith wdiich the experim ental data fit well. These show the influence of the 
Upper levels and also the de.erc e^ of spin fiiiuiicliiug.
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I'lie structure of the two JUn" * ‘ salts studied are not known so that 
it is not possible to compare these with the suli)hate even if we
neglect the differences in their nuclear charges. TJie two salts acetyl
acetonate (Jackson, 1035) and dihydrated acetate (dc Hans and Schultz, 
Leid. Comm. 256) cannot, as a matter of fact, be coni|)ared even amongst 
themselves. An attempt to fit the data with a tlirec constant formula gives 
the following :
TAia.u II
1
Salt Author A li c
acetyl
acetonate
Jackson “  93-^ 2 1 + .00420 +  .24 (^ 0
acetate , 
dihydrate |
de Haas 
Schultz
-  10.9571 H--03055 ; -■ f<3-.'5i
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Conformity with formula in either case is only approximate, indicating 
the necessity for introducing high order terms. However, without 
attempting this com[)licatioii, we see that a large temperature independent 
term, about eleven times larger than in the acetyl acetonate, obtains in the 
acetate, no doubt due to much stronger fields in the latter. The B and C 
terms are also very much different the latter being even opposite in sign 
for the vsainc leason. It is of course possible that the coordinations in the 
two salp^  might be octahedral and square respectively so that a much greater 
quenching without a change in the sign of either A or B terms, occurs in the 
latter salt. This is borne out further by the fact that the A term in acetyl 
acetonate has a comparable value to that of the CrSO^.fiHaO. That 
covalency plays a large part in quenching the spins in the case of the acetate 
is well known from the recent results on the other acetates of the iron group 
(Mookherji, 1945, Guha, 1951). Very recently, however, Bleaney and others
(1952) have invoked “ aiitifcnoniagnctism’* in copper acetate, with orbital 
Stark pattern exactly similar to the salt, but with only a twofold
Kramer’s spin degeneracy in the former, in order to explain its tendency 
to bevTome nonmagnetic at liquid hydrogen temperatures. No doubt such a 
quenching effect of the exchange interaction would be adequate to explain 
the behaviour in coiiper acetate with the twofold Kramers degeneracy which 
crystalline fields cannot remove, and also presumably in the other acetates 
but then the large temperature variation of the moments and the strong 
anisotropy of the single crystals of the acetates (Mookherji IxA  are difficult 
to understand.
.^ 5
33
31
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 ^ »-
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a, (f (}
V fit
2.y 360
T “K
F u ; .  5
1. X Jackson,
(a) ^In (NH4S()4)‘^  6 TI.O {h) Mn (c) Mn SO i.sH jO ,
( d )  IMn
2 . □  Onnes (Jt Oosterlmis,
3* O balkniatid
(a) Mncla 5 H .p .
(b) Mncl. 4 H.^0 (solid) and ac] solution 
Ir) Mji2 V2O7
Bose, aqueous solutions (cone, in gins/gni. soln,
(a) M11SO4, c-2 7 7 3 , .3755, JMiqNO^ly 0=^.433,^,1^1102,
c 2784. (b) MnSO^, c = .3241, MiKNOgb;, f=r.5690, (c) Mn (NHM.., 
c = .59.iS,Mn CI2, c = .367i .
It would appear from the results that the acetyl acetonate is not so 
covalent as the acetate, which is not surprising in view of the larger 
dimensions of the former molecule.
(s'j Mn'^ '*' and Fe*'* salts ; have been very widely studied for a large 
number of sails in solid and solution states (figures 5 and 6). In these two
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ions where there are no orbital contributions to be considered, Van Vleck 
and Penney (1054) l ia \e  shown that the mean moment should obey a Curie 
law up to and inclusive of the terms in i / T .  The deviations from Curie law 
of a given salt, and from salt to salt, if existing should tints be of an 
even higher order. This is also as demanded by Jahn-Teller condition of 
stability as applied to spins, discussed in an earlier section.
Kxcepting M112P2O7, of which the structure is not known, all the other 
salts studied namely, Mn(Nn.,vSO,i)..hH^O, MnS< >4.5H20, MnS()|,4H20, 
MnCl2.5H.jO and MnClo/iH^O have presumably similar octahedral coordi­
nation of the M il"" ion. Taking the measurements of Jackson (1923, 1024, 
T027) and Onnes and Oosterhuis (Leid. Comm. 132c) for the first three 
salts, peculiar kinks and liends in the curves ap]>ear at certain temperatures, 
possibly owing to some change in the composition of the salts. There is, 
liowever, no doubt that there are apiirociablc didcrcnces in the values 
especially at low temperatures in these salts, which are evidently partly 
due to changes in the long range fields, (jucnching of the moments being 
the least for the double suli)hale and greatest for the tetrahydrate. At 
liquid hydrogen temperatures rapid fall in tlie moment is found to occur for 
the double suiphate as ;ilso the tetrahydrated sul[)hate, no doubt due to 
nppieciable depopulation of the tipper spin levels and exchange or super- 
exchange interactions iniglit also become more important. vSimilar results 
are also obtained by I/allemand (1(^ 35) for the peiitaliydrated and 
tetrahydrated chlorides.
There is further evidence of an appreciable Jalui-Teller spin effect 
of the distant atoms from the measureineiits of the solutions of MnvS()4, 
MnCU and Mn(N03)2 (Bose, 1035) which shows practically the same values 
of the moments at different temperatures and concentrations, very nearly 
equal to spin only value of 35 and definitely above those of the solid salts, 
as they should be, in the absence of long range fields in solution. When we 
consider the ferric salts, however, we find no appreciable difference between 
the salts KeC)3.(')H20 and KeiNOala.gHoO done by Lalleinand (1035), which 
obey practically the Curie law with spin only value of the moment. This  
might indicate a difference in structure in the two salts, compensating the 
difference in long range field actions from C l“ and respectively.
Same holds true also for the ferric alum done at Leiden fOnnes and Oosterhuis, 
Leid. Comm. J3ae), only the absolute value of the moment is much lower, 
but it is not safe to draw any conclusions from these results in view of the 
smallness of the effect we are seeking. However, a steep fall in the Leiden 
curve at hydrogen temperatures reminds one of the similar behaviour in 
salts. Ferric acetyl acetone (Jackson, 1033) shows a small deviation 
from Curie law at high temperatures and a downward bend at liquid 
oxygen temperature which perhaps is a precursor of a minimum in the curve 
in this region. This  is actually shown quite clearly in the curve for ferric 
potassium oxalate (Jackson, 1 9 3 3 ) ,  which again has a larger absolute moment
than the previous salt all aloug its course and shows one more maximum 
and miniiiiutn in the higher temperature region. These facts are rather 
difficult to reconcile with the spin onl> ground state of the ferric ion unless 
we postulate some sort of violent changes in the crystalline fields.
Most surprising behaviour is, however, shown by Lallcmand’s (l.c.) 
data on FeC l„ NH4CI.H2O which in the solid state has a very low moment and 
the moment falls fairly rapidly to even lower valu|esi indicating strong anti- 
parallel coupling of at least some of the spitte> either due to covalency or 
exchange interaction. It is very interesting to j note that in the state of 
solutions the moment immediately goes back tO normal spin only value and 
Curie law is followed. It is difficult to judge the 1 action of distant atoms in 
ferric salts from a comparison of values in solid sts|te and solutions since .strong 
hydrolysis, with perhaps ferromagnetic group foriiatioiis, sets in the aqueous 
solutions of these salts. Rut preventing hydrolysis by adding suitable acids 
Bose, (1935) and L,allcuiand (1935) have shown that the solutions of the 
sulphate, chloride and nitrate tend to approximate conformation of spin 
only limiting values and Curie law, as the action of the distant atoms 
vanish.
It appears that in l<‘e ' ' * and Mn"'  ^ salts, though here the ions aic in a 
spin state, the effect of the distant atoms is more prominent than in the 
-^j.+++ g.jjts w'here orbital contributions are not negligible. This is evidently 
due to the much larger absolute moments in the former salts. It will be 
.seen that in general, in all these cases the effect of the long range cubic fields 
are more important at higher temperatures and remain more or less constant 
down to the lowest temperatures, whereas, the asymmetric fields rise to 
importance only at sufficiently low temperatures.
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c  o  N  c  L  r  s  I  o  N  .s
From the foregoing discussions it appears that in the first half 
of the iron group the ions, irrespective of whether the lowest level 
in the S'.ark-pattern is orbitally degenerate or not, have at best only 
feeble orbital moments and hence their effective moments approximate to 
spin only values and obey nearly the Curie law. The differences in the 
action of short range and long range fields are, however, definitely noticeable, 
in the salts of most of the ions on i.roceeding to a higher order approximation 
of the behaviours of the different salts particularly at low temperature 
regions, wherever sufficient reliable data are available.
The latter half of the iron group with much greater orbital contributions 
to their moments would be more sensitive to changes in both short and 
long range fields and we proceed to discuss these in the next part of the
paper.
6—1803P— 1 1
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